
cy is an attempt to exceed one million jobs a month
from April to September.  “But timing is everything. The
next leg of the reflation will have to be carried more and
more by a continued recovery in economic growth... and
all the while this will bring the Fed closer to acknowl-
edge that policy normalization is coming.” And Simon

Ballard at First Abu Dhabi Bank warned that more big
gains in stocks are “going to create increasing levels of
concern”. He added: “It’s driven by, on one side, stimulus
expectations from Mr Biden and also the expectation of
that continued dovish rhetoric and more acceptance of
early stages of inflation from the Fed.”

However, OANDA’s Jeffrey Halley said Treasury
yields were still below pre-Covid levels and that the rise
to one-year highs was “no bad thing” as it showed the
economy was improving.

Investors are keeping tabs on China-US relations
after Biden called on European allies to stand up to
political and economic challenges from Beijing. On cur-
rency markets, the pound held gains above $1.40 — its
highest levels since April 2018 — as the British govern-
ment’s vaccine drive continued to progress well and as
Prime Minister Boris Johnson laid out a plan for easing
an economically painful virus lockdown. Bitcoin eased
to $57,150, having hit another record high of $58,350
over the weekend, and having passed $1 trillion in mar-
ket capitalization. And oil prices bounced after being
sold at the end of last week on profit-taking-having hit
a 13-month high-and as US energy firms slowly restart-
ed operations in Texas that had been hammered by a
severe cold snap. — AFP

Markets struggle as 
inflation fear offset 
recovery hopes
HONG KONG: Markets mostly fell yesterday as falling
infection rates and more good news on the vaccine front
were overshadowed by growing worries about high val-
uations and inflation.

While the United States is approaching 500,000
deaths, there is optimism that there is light at the end of
the tunnel in the COVID-19 crisis as governments
embark on immunization programs that will allow
economies to reopen. Expectations that President Joe
Biden’s vast stimulus will be passed next month are also
keeping spirits up, as a raft of data last week on factory
and services activity indicated the financial hit to the
United States and Europe might not be as bad as
feared.  London’s benchmark FTSE 100 index dropped
0.5 percent to 6,590.64 points, with British Prime
Minister Boris Johnson set to outline later in the day
how England will exit its third pandemic lockdown. In
the eurozone, Frankfurt’s DAX 30 index shed 1.0 per-
cent to 13,856.88 points and the Paris CAC 40 lost 0.7
percent to 5,732.29.

In Asia, Shanghai and Hong Kong led losses, shed-
ding more than one percent as the Chinese central bank
sucked cash out of financial markets to ease bubble
concerns. Sydney, Seoul, Wellington, Manila, Mumbai
and Bangkok also fell, though there were gains in Tokyo,
Singapore, Taipei and Jakarta.

London, Paris and Frankfurt all fell at the open. The
rally that has characterized the past few months looks to
have come to a halt as traders fret that prices may have
become a little too frothy. There is growing concern that
the expected recovery and Biden’s spending package
will fire a surge in inflation, which could force the
Federal Reserve to wind back the loose monetary poli-
cies and record-low interest rates that have been a key
pillar of a near-year-long market surge.

Sterling holds dollar gains 
“The Biden administration continues to stay on mes-

sage stressing Congress’s need to pass a significant fis-
cal package, downplaying recent more robust economic
data as... a package exceeding $1.9 trillion heads for a
House vote this week,” said Axi strategist Stephen
Innes. “The unprecedented and highly stimulatory poli-
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ABK-Egypt reports solid results 
for financial year ended 2020

Net profit increased by 27% y-o-y to reach EGP 666 million 
KUWAIT: Al-Ahli Bank of Kuwait - Egypt (ABK-
Egypt), one of Egypt’s fastest growing banks, has
reported solid results for the financial year ended 2020.
Net profit increased by 27 percent year-on-year to
reach EGP 666 million, while net interest income grew
30 percent to reach EGP 1.86 billion.

Net operating profit grew 34 percent year-on-year
to EGP 1.37 billion and total assets were at EGP 41.23
billion at the end of 2020, an increase of 16 percent
compared to 2019. Customer Loans stood at EGP 21.71
billion, a growth of 12 percent year-on-year, and cus-
tomer deposits increased by 19 percent year-on-year to
reach EGP 33.55 Billion.

Ali Ebrahim Marafi, Chairman of ABK-Egypt, said:
“We are extremely happy with these strong results,
notwithstanding the COVID-19 pandemic that created
significant disruption to individuals, communities and
businesses around the world.  Throughout 2020, the
Bank remained resilient and focused under extremely
challenging circumstances.”

“I would like to thank the Central Bank of Egypt and
the Government authorities for their guidance during
this pandemic. I also thank our Board of Directors,
Shareholders and clients for their ongoing support and

loyalty. Last but not least, I thank our Executive
Management and all our employees for their hard work
and dedication throughout the year.”

Khaled El Salawy, CEO and Managing Director of
ABK-Egypt, said: “ABK-Egypt’s strong balance sheet
coupled with its ability to withstand the social and
financial impact of the pandemic has enabled the Bank
to successfully mitigate the impact of the crisis, and
deliver strong results against a backdrop of a very chal-
lenging year.  These results were achieved through a

proactive and prudent strategy and an extremely dedi-
cated and focused team. ABK-Egypt’s agility was evi-
dent as robust measures were implemented right from
the onset of the pandemic to safeguard our customers
and employees.

“Our continuous investment in technology enabled
us to provide uninterrupted services to our clients, and
during the year our online and mobile banking clients
increased by 84 percent and the volume of online trans-
fers increased by 51 percent.

“In line with our ‘Simpler Banking’ strategy, ABK-
Egypt was the first bank to implement an Electronic
Know-Your-Customer (e-KYC) solution, which result-
ed in a 37 percent increase in new customers availing
ABK-Egypt’s Mobile Wallet. Furthermore, during the
year the Bank also launched the QR Code Payments via
its Mobile Wallet, as well as ABK’s Xtra Loyalty Reward
Program on ABK-Egypt Cards.”

In closing, El Salawy said: “I would like to take this
opportunity to thank our Chairman and Board of
Directors for their guidance and support. I also thank
each and every employee for their hard work and dedi-
cation, and our customers for their loyalty and ongoing
support.” 

The Bank continued to invest heavily in human capi-
tal during 2020, with a comprehensive set of programs
focused on developing team capabilities, enhancing
employee engagement levels and building loyalty. These
initiatives remain key to empowering employees with
the skill sets and knowledge necessary to sustain the
growth trajectory of the bank. Over the course of 2020,
the bank launched ABK-Egypt Corporate Academy and
hired 18 graduates of class 2020, who were carefully
chosen from over 250 university graduates. The bank
also launched the first virtual summer training program,
and enrolled more than 140 university graduates. ABK-
Egypt will remain committed to developing Egyptian
youth and supporting them with opportunities that fulfill
their career aspirations.

ABK-Egypt strongly believes in the importance of
social responsibility and continues to support the com-
munities in which it operates. With an innate under-
standing of the crucial role donations play in overcom-
ing challenges that face the Egyptian society, the Bank
supported a number of organizations to help those
impacted by current circumstances due to the pandem-
ic, in addition to providing medical devices and supplies
to public hospitals operating with limited resources.  

Ali Ebrahim Marafi Khaled El Salawy

German business 
confidence bucks 
shutdown impact
BERLIN: German business confidence improved in
February, a key survey showed yesterday, as the
robust industrial sector of Europe’s top economy
bears up despite the impact of coronavirus restric-
tions. The Ifo institute’s monthly confidence barom-
eter, based on a survey of 9,000 companies,
climbed to 92.4 points from 90.3 points in January,
when the index slipped as tougher measures to
fight the pandemic were introduced. 

Analysts surveyed by Factset had expected a
smaller increase of 0.4 points. “The German econo-
my is showing its resilience despite the lockdown
thanks to the strong industrial economy,” Ifo presi-
dent Clemens Fuest said in a statement. The manu-
facturing sector recorded its highest score since
November 2018, surging to 16.1 points from 9.1
points last month.

The mood in the services and retail sectors also
brightened, inching up to readings of minus 2.2
points and minus 14.6 points respectively. Ifo said
managers were upbeat about their current situation,
rising to 90.6 from 89.2 points last month, while the
expectations sub-index jumped to 94.2 from 91.5.

Germany this month extended orders for bars,
restaurants, leisure facilities and non-essential
shops to stay closed until at least March 7 while
allowing schools to partially reopen.

Crucially for production, factories have kept up
output during the second wave of the pandemic
and are seeing strong demand from China in partic-
ular. But it remains unclear when other businesses
will be able to resume operations.

“It’s a nice surprise,” said LBBW analyst Jens-
Oliver Niklash of the closely watched indicator.
“But there won’t be a quick and full economic
recovery without the prospect of a reopening.” 

After dropping sharply in January, the number of
new infections has plateaued in February in
Germany amid serious concerns about highly con-
tagious virus variants.—AFP

A Wall Street sign at the New York Stock Exchange (NYSE) in
New York City. — AFP

KFH pays $65m in 
debts to thousands 
of debtors
KUWAIT: As part of a strategic initiative in collabora-
tion with the Ministry of Justice, Kuwait Finance House
(KFH) is covering over $65mn in debts to release
approximately 10,000 defaulting debtors and those
whom the court ordered to be brought before it. This
recommendation comes as part of KFH’s Board of
Directors’ keenness to expand the scope of corporate
social responsibility (CSR), given the circumstances the
country has been going through since the beginning of
2020. Acting Group Chief Executive Officer at KFH,
Abdulwahab Essa Al-Roshood said that benefiting from
the initiative is subject to well-thought out criteria and
conditions in accordance with sharia principles. 

He added that lifting the anguish off a number of
debtors from poor families who were burdened by debt
and defaulted due to their economic conditions
embodies KFH’s leadership in CSR and sustainability
based on a comprehensive development concept. The
initiative also incorporates the bank keenness on
strategic partnership with state institutions, reflecting
the vision of Kuwait’s leadership and its people in
humanitarian work. Al-Roshood explained that paying
debts of debtors as per the conditions contributes to
relieving their anguish and enables them to return to
normal life optimistically and lead a decent life. This
process is carried out by the Ministry of Justice and the
competent authorities with high confidentiality, trans-
parency and professionalism.

It is worth noting that the first part of the program,
which was implemented in 2020, received a positive
response from society. This prompted KFH to continue
the initiative this year as well and expand its scope to
include a larger number of debtors as part of CSR. 

Al-Rashood expressed his happiness over the posi-

tive results of this initiative
that aims to help debtors
and relieve their families,
adding that KFH has also
implemented this program in
the Kingdom of Bahrain in
collaboration with the
Bahraini Ministry of Justice.

He appreciated the
efforts of all concerned par-
ties, especially the Ministries
of Justice in both countries,
for their role in the success
of the initiative, stressing the

continuation of KFH pioneering social responsibility
role that reflects its prestigious position as a leading
Islamic financial institution at the level of the private
sector and worldwide.

“As part of its national commitment toward Kuwait
and its people, KFH has made various contributions to
support Kuwait’s efforts to combat the Coronavirus cri-
sis, while being the largest contributor to the KD 10 mil-
lion CBK fund to support the government’s efforts.” Al-
Roshood explained. 

He added that KFH made an additional contribution
to the fund and placed it at the disposal of the Council
of Ministers to support the government’s efforts, needs
and urgent measures to combat Coronavirus impacts.

He affirmed that KFH keeps assuming its national and
social role and committing to society and governmental
and official bodies in various circumstances.

Al-Roshood also indicated that KFH plays a pivotal
role in achieving sustainable community development
through its contributions that cover various social activ-
ities and initiatives. This encompasses the fields of
health, education, youth and environmental activities,
enhances the spirit of social solidarity, supports people
with special needs, cares for the workforce and pro-
vides continuous support to the Kuwait Foundation for
the Advancement of Sciences (KFAS) and others. 

He added that KFH’s social efforts received local and
global recognition, laying the foundations of leadership,
excellence, and sustainability.

Abdulwahab 
Essa Al-Roshood


